For more information on TechTrim products, view our Web site at www.techtrimproducts.com

Technology finally hits home.™

Woodgrain
on one side,
smooth on
the other

Technology finally hits home. ™

TechTrim™ uses the latest in polymer science and technology for a trim board that’s better than wood and other
trim products. It's designed for top performance that
resists the rigors of the elements, providing great looks year
after year, and it carries a 25-year limited warranty.

TechTrim is lighter than other materials, easy to install and
offers low-maintenance durability that makes TechTrim the
trim board of choice for quality-minded installers and
homeowners alike.

Available in these nominal sizes:

1”x 4”, 6”, 8” and 5/4”x 4”, 6”, 8”
available in 16’ lengths.
1”x 10”, 12”and 5/4” x 10”, 12”
available in 12’ lengths.

One-piece corner trim

Great for
trimming
columns
and corners
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Won’t absorb water
Because of its polymer composition, TechTrim™ is impervious to moisture,
unlike wood or cement trim. It repels wetness like a suit of armor – absolutely
none can get in. With TechTrim, paint won’t bubble or peel from moisture,
and that means homeowners get years of outstanding performance.

Won’t rot, warp, crack or suffer from insect attack
TechTrim will retain its look and finish. No splintering. No rotting. No
cracking. That means fewer problems for the homeowner – and fewer
callbacks and headaches for the contractor. What’s more, TechTrim
is impervious to insects.

Reversible surface
A unique reversible surface makes TechTrim versatile. On one side you’ll
find an elegant woodgrain finish. The other side is smooth. Both finishes
are compatible with cement and vinyl siding.

Factory primed, ready to paint
TechTrim requires no special preparation for painting. No sanding. No
scuffing. The factory-primed finish allows paint to go on quickly and
smoothly. And it often needs only one coat of quality latex paint to finish
the job. Tell us that’s not beautiful. Want to use a dark color? No problem
for TechTrim. In fact, dark colors are our specialty.

A better alternative
to wood, MDF,
composites and PVC.

From top to bottom:
Brick mould, backband,
bed mould and barge mould
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TechTrim™ is easy to install
• Use conventional high-speed, carbide-tipped
blades and cut quickly for best results.
• TechTrim can be nailed directly to structural
members or applied over siding, provided the
fasteners used penetrate 1” into structural
members.
• Use corrosion-resistant nails and double-nail
narrow widths at least every 16" o.c.;
10” and 12” wide TechTrim should be
triple-nailed.
• Proper spacing is required for all joints. Refer to complete
installation instructions for spacing requirements.
• TechTrim is factory primed on four sides and
typically is finished with one coat of quality
exterior latex paint applied within 90 days.
Read and understand the printed installation instructions
included with every TechTrim unit shipped from the factory
or visit www.techtrimproducts.com for complete installation
instructions.

www.techtrimproducts.com
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25-Year Limited Warranty
TechTrim™ is warranted for a period of twenty-five (25)
years from the date of your original purchase. The product
will maintain its nail- and screw-holding characteristics
and will not crack, chip, rot or delaminate. Warranty is
void if product is not appropriately painted within 90
days of installation. Please visit our Web site for
complete warranty information.
Refer to installation instructions from your dealer for
specific guidelines.
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